Entryphone TeleDial GSM Door Intercom
Resident’s user instructions.
The Entryphone TeleDial GSM Door Intercom fitted to your
building offers a wireless door entry solution using mobile phone
technology. With the TeleDial GSM there are no phone instruments
fitted in the apartments but instead, calls from the door are routed
through the mobile phone network to ring you directly on your
standard network telephone; either land-line or mobile.

55 to admit your visitor
You will receive calls from the door like any other call. On answering you
speak to the caller as you would on any normal phone call. If you wish
to allow your visitor to gain entry to the building dialling 55 on your
telephone which will send an instruction to the TeleDial GSM to operate
the door release.

1st Number
e.g. 020 7946 0294
2nd Number
e.g. 07700 900164

Two Numbers
Each apartment can have either one or two phone numbers
programmed into the unit’s memory. The TeleDial will ring the first
number for 20 seconds, if there is no answer it will call the second
number (if there is one). Calls from the door are limited to about 60
seconds which is ample time to greet a visitor and let them in if you
choose to. The unit is not intended for long conversations.
Caller ID
If you have caller-ID set up on your phone (mobiles have this as a default
feature but with land-lines this needs to be requested), we recommend
you add an entry in your telephone’s phone-book indicating it is a call
from the door.
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Answering machines/Voice mail
Please note that if you wish to avoid a call from the door being answered
by your answering machine or voice mail please ensure these facilities are
set to answer after at a longer period than 20 seconds. For mobile phones
you may have to contact your service provider to make these changes.
Changing your allocated number
If you need to change the telephone number(s) assigned to your flat
number please contact your property management company or, if you
need our assistance, please contact us on the number below.
EXTENDED FEATURES (If enabled)
Code Entry
The TeleDial GSM has a code feature so access to the building can be

obtained by keying in a correct 4 digit PIN. Please contact your system
administrator or property managing agent for this to be set.
To gain access using an authourised code dial “CODE” followed by the four
digit access code.
Dial-in to Release
The TeleDial GSM has a dial-in feature so access to the building can

be obtained by calling the unit from a phone. If the unit has been
programmed with the caller-ID of the calling phone the door will release.
As the unit does not answer the call but instead hangs-up as soon as it has
detected the call-ID the call will be free-of-charge on most networks.
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